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Overview 

 Why an economic approach? 

 What are we speaking about?  

 Costs, prices and value of water - Absence of efficient markets for water 

 Nature and purposes of water tariffs and taxes; water pricing for different uses: domestic, 

industrial, agricultural 

 Prioritizing solutions: the ‘Cost curve’; and reducing water losses 

 Case studies /application of economic instruments for WDM 

 Pricing for drinking water at national level (Sonede, Tunisia) and irrigation water (Jordan) 

 Subsidization of water-saving irrigation techniques (Morocco) 

 Water markets (Spain) & Payments for environmental services (NYC) 

 Management of groundwater resources as common goods 

 The “Tragedy of the commons” 

 Centralized vs. decentralized management 

 Groundwater contracts 

 Water allocation issues: irrigation water 

 Virtual water-to what can it serve?  
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The CMI program on Water Demand 

Management 

 Jointly led by AFD and Plan Bleu; feeds ongoing MSSD review by Plan Bleu 

 Develops an economic approach to WDM: 

 

 

 

 

 Economics deals with scarcity and choices-relevant from a water perspective; is the 

common language of public decision-makers and IFIs 

 Provides sound basis for prioritization, choices and trade-offs needed for integrated 

resource management; and  

 Brings issues and stakeholders together for actionable solutions 

 => Purpose is not to reduce complex water issues to a narrower, one-sided, ‘comfortable’ 

way of thinking but simply to observe that more economics could be useful - and see 

where and how- to facilitate policy design and project implementation 

http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management  3 

Water is a vital commodity, a 

common asset and an economic 

good at the same time. 

Multiple water needs and uses, 

diversity of stakeholders, each 

having his own perspective to 

water management issues… 

…entails risks of 

miscommunication, time spent 

on harmonizing approaches 

instead of devising common 

strategies and solutions, and 

eventually partial solutions 

and poor policy design. 

http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management
http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management
http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management
http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management
http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management
http://cmimarseille.org/programs/water-demand-management


Taking account of opportunity cost 
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The mere accounting for OC makes a big difference in the ranking of 

water supply options (SCP and AFD, 2008)  

Comparaison des solutions d'approvisionnement en eau sur la 

base des différentes composantes du coût total (DH/m3)
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Coûts d'opportunité

Fonctionnement

Investissement

Comparison of water supply options based on tentative evaluation of 
the full cost of water (DH/m3 – 10 DH = 1 Euro) 

Externalities 

Opportunity costs 

O & M 

Investment 
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Costs, values, prices and tariffs of water 

  “Water as an economic good” 
 

 Cost of water: 

 technical,  

 economical,  

 social, and  

 environmental components 

NB Economic externalities are assumed to be 

measurable, contrary to environmental 

externalities 

 Value of water:  

 Direct use value: as a final consumption good 

for domestic water; consumers’ utility 

 Direct use value: as an intermediary 

consumption good for commercial, industrial, 

tourism and agricultural water; producers’ 

surplus (i.e. net revenue) 

 Indirect use value (livestock watering, micro-

hydroelectricity, tourism) 

 Non use value/intrinsic value: amenity value 

O & M Cost 

Capital Charges Full Supply 

Cost 

Opportunity costs 

Economic Externalities 

Full  

Economic 

Cost 

Environmental Externalities 

Full Cost 

Direct Value to Users of  Water 

Net Benefits from Return Flows 

Net Benefits from Indirect Uses 

Adjustment for Social Objectives 

Economic  

Value 

Intrinsic Value 

Full Value 

Cf. private cost vs. social cost 

Cf. private value vs. social value 
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Producers’ and consumers’ optimization 

behaviors 

 Marginal costs increase with amount of water mobilized 

(the more the water mobilized, the costlier the incremental unit of water)  

 Marginal returns (utility, or revenue) decrease with amount of water consumed or used 

(the more the water consumed or used, the lesser the utility felt or revenue perceived from 

the incremental unit of water) – decreasing returns to scale 

Q 

p 

Supply curve 

(= marginal cost) 

Q 

p 

Demand curve (marginal 

utility/value/willingness 

to pay) 

Quantities produced and consumed in response to market price signals  

Cost 

U 

pQ = gross 

income 
Maximization of 

‘surpluses’ 

<= Profit     Utility/Value => Profit 

pQ = spending 



An efficient market generates prices allowing an optimal resource allocation i.e. 

maximizing total surplus through ‘decentralized’ (individual) decision-making 

….under certain strict conditions 

Consumer 

Surplus 
 

 
Producer 

Surplus 

Q* 

P* 

Q 

Price, 

Cost, 

Utility Supply (Marginal cost) 

Demand (Marginal 

utility/willingness to pay) 

Aggregated surplus and market efficiency 
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Costs, values, prices and tariffs of water 1.1 

  Role of the market – definition of [economic] price 

 Under “perfect competition” conditions, 

 Profit- or utility maximizing behavior 

 Economic agents are ‘price takers’ 

 Perfect information 

 Individual utility or revenue independent from others’ (i.e. no externalities) 

 Private and social costs and benefits are equivalent => Social welfare = summing up of individual 

wealth/utilities 

 No rationing of goods 

 Agents are numerous enough (no monopolies or cartels) 

 … 

 … The market’s “invisible hand” sets prices that permanently adjust supply to demand for 

all goods and ensure that all quantities of marketable goods are used  

 Prices are such that marginal costs equal marginal values for all uses (Q* situations) 

 Provide for efficient allocation of water amongst different sectors 

 While making use of all water available 

 => Prices are produced by perfectly competitive markets - NB allocation efficiency, not equity 
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Is there an efficient market for water? 

  Does this hold true in the real water world?  

 Water generally a public good – at least, not a strictly private one 

 Concept of demand not applicable to vital needs for domestic water supply and sanitation  

 Market failures : presence of externalities and irreversible effects (groundwater extraction); 

issues of public goods funding (e.g.. watershed protection) natural monopolies (big size 

networks with constant returns to scale) 

 Uneven repartition, scarcity, transport difficult and costly => markets, if any, would be 

segmented 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Yes? 

No x 

 Private and social costs and benefits are not equivalent 

 Free availability criterion not met 

=> Public intervention: regulation of water allocation and use, quality standards, 

investment financing, public monopolies in storage, transport and distribution 

 Not ‘economic’ prices but second best administered prices i.e. Tariffs 

 On what grounds? Efficiency/Equity/Sustainability 



Tariffs, taxes and subsidies are of different 

nature/serve different purposes 

Practical example: “There should be two taxes on pianos: one in favor of the state, the other to the 

benefit of neighbors” (Courteline, a French playwright) 

  

Tariffs, users’ charges 

‘User pays’ principle  

Pollution 

charges/taxes 

‘Polluter pays’ 

principle 

Abstraction charges/fees/taxes 

Resource management, water 

savings, depollution 

Tariffs, users’ charges 

‘User pays’ principle  

Tariffs, users’ charges 

‘User pays’ principle  

Royalty 

Rent capture 

(hydropower) 

Subsidies (irrigation, 

drinking water) 

Subsidies (irrigation, 

drinking water) 

Subsidies to water-saving 

techniques 

Cost recovery 

Water for all 

Sustainability 

Others 

Financial 
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Costs, values, prices and tariffs of water 

  “Water pricing”, or: setting an optimal tariff  

  (which means: “as least sub-optimal as possible”) 

 
 

 

Um, WTP 

Cost recovery             

(at least O&M) 

Benchmark 
5 % of household revenue  

(WHO standard) 

 

Extra charges for social or environmental purposes may be added 

Industry and tourism 

Commercial uses 

Vm, WTP 

Cost recovery             

(inc. Capital) 

Domestic water  

(and sanitation) 

Agricultural water 

Economic/social purposes 

Vm, WTP 

Cost                          
may remain 

above tariff 

Net transfer to 

farmers:       

Lower estimate of 

implicit social value 

of agricultural water 

Cost 

Tariff 
Tariff 

Tariff 



Economic approach to choices in water 

supply/mobilization/savings 
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Operating cost 

 

Physical losses: 

 

Annual costs, 

 USD/year 

 

Cost of physical losses reduction 

Capital cost 

Optimization of investments in water losses 

reduction 



Pricing structure for drinking water 

(Sonede, Tunisia) 
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 Success: wide coverage (100% in urban areas, 93% in rural areas, out of which 

50% for Sonede-operated facilities); reduced consumption as a result of raising 

tariffs for high consumers 

 Challenges: targeting of the poor (nearly all urban domestic consumers are 

subsidized; fixed service fee significantly increases cost to low consumers); 

financial sustainability 



Pricing structure for irrigation water 

services (Jordan Valley Authority) 

 Quotas are the main instrument-subject to revision by JVA in situations of water stress 

 Tariffs raised in 1997 with block tariff system  

 Individual meters initially installed but rapidly deteriorated without remediation 

 No shift to more water-efficient crops as originally expected 

 No evidence of the role of tariff in improved water efficiency (from 57% in 1994 to 70% in 2000) 

 Irrigation tariff is always only part of the story 
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JVA 

Net 

Cost 

O&M 

Net 

Cost 

O&M 

and 

K 

Drinking water utilities 

Agriculture 

Industry 

(free) 

40% 
20% 

(water revenues) 

(water revenues) 

Quotas for 

irrigation adjust 

for water 

scarcity esp. to 

meet drinking 

water needs 



Pricing structure for irrigation water 

services (Jordan Valley Authority)-ctd 

 Tariff is a mere tool for setting the level of an intended transfer to agriculture esp. to small 

farmers 

 Instrument of social policy for an overall non-competitive sector – the social cost of 

maintaining agriculture 

 Shift to higher value-added crops, if desired, should be encouraged not only by raise in tariff 

but also through development of opportunities and support/extension activities including risk 

management and specific support to small farmers  16 

 

Demand Curve 

 

Quantity 

consumed 

Water tariff 

p1 

p2 

P* 

Q* Q2 Q1 

NB: willingness to 

pay for irrigation 

water is much higher 

than current rates-

Some export farms 

desalinate their own 

water at a cost up 

to17 times higher 

than the rate applied 

to small producers 



Subsidization of Water-Saving Irrigation 

Techniques (Morocco) 

 Market conditions, agricultural subsidies 

 Availability of: land; financial capital; 

technology and skills; (subsidized) 

energy and other agricultural inputs 
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- Reduced operating costs (labor, fertilizers)                                       

- Increase in irrigated area, agricultural supply, crop 

yields, employment and farm revenues                                                                            

- Improved water efficiency ‘more crop per drop’-if 

sound use of  technology; better value for water 

Outcomes: 

- Negative water savings, pressure on aquifers                               

- Big farmers main beneficiaries, windfall effects      

- Resource reallocation to the detriment of 

downstream users: opportunity costs (economic, 

environmental) 

$ $ $ $ $ $ 

Public 

spending 

Saved water Groundwater 

http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
http://raf.dessins.free.fr/2bgal/img.php?id_img=17118
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Water Markets (Spain) 

 Some pre-existing exchanges of water use rights, and associated institutions, at local scale; formalized in 1990s 

 Today: exchanges are direct (private bilateral contracts) or intermediated: public centers – established 1999 – esp. for resource 

management or environmental purposes 

 Within or across water basins although for similar uses, subject to approval by WBA 

 (Very) limited volumes; prices higher than irrigation tariffs in large irrigation areas 

 Drawbacks: concentration in ‘rich’, highly productive areas/in the hands of already well-off agents; market asymmetry in favor of 

sellers; still lack of flexibility for exchanges between different uses; vested interests of management bodies and agents (‘Public 

Choice’ theory) 

 Potential for economically efficient WDM (savings on costly supply/storage solutions) provided clarified/secured use rights 

and  transparent/smooth market functioning 
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Externalities Impacts of degradation on 

municipal water supply and 

quality 

Upstream agriculture conducive to 

resource degradation (soil, water) 

- Users being within their rights -  

Potential demand based on 

willingness to pay for opportunity 

costs of conservation as preferred 

to more costly alternatives 

Potential supply for 

conservation based on consent 

to receive in compensation of 

opportunity costs 

=>Three ways to address externalities: (theoretically equally efficient) 

- Laws and regulations - No 

- Environmental taxes (Polluter Payer Principle) - No 

- => Direct bargaining  between agents (known as “the Coase theorem”) 

Internalization 

Conditions: 1) well defined property rights (regardless of the initial allocation of property)                                  

2) opportunity costs < cost of alternatives so as each party can get a profit from the exchange   

Different situations:  

- Transaction Costs = 0 => strict Coase conditions - OK 

- Real world: TC > 0 => intermediation bodies (e.g.. Water Basin Agencies through subsidization of pollution 

reduction and resource management) 

PES 

Payment for Environmental Services           

(ex. NYC and the Catskills watershed, Vittel) 



Conclusions: contribution and potential of 

economic instruments for WDM 

 Mixed results and achievements so far:  

 Mainly focused on contribution to cost recovery and access to drinking water 

 Better use of water for agriculture through subsidization of water saving irrigation techniques 

 Less good at saving water  

 But do not throw the baby out with the bathwater 

 Get basic incentives right: first, carefully review subsidies including outside water 

sector (energy, agriculture) – tackle ‘perverse’ subsidies with harmful effects on 

water resources  

 Clarify purposes and objectives: you cannot have your cake and eat it 

 Go further with already efficient instruments: in particular, consider raising tariffs 

for commercial uses of water with high marginal value, aquifer withdrawals and 

recreational domestic uses with high willingness (or capacity) to pay 

 Think about - and test - innovative instruments: water markets, payments for 

environmental services, groundwater management contracts  
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Ever-increasing Overexploitation of Aquifers  
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Groundwater abstraction has tripled in 50 years – “Silent Revolution” (UN Report 2012) 

In the Mediterranean, 50% of drinking water supply and 43% of irrigation water come from 

groundwater (adjustment variable – investments are private, divisible, with little or no control) 



The “Tragedy of the Commons” (Hardin, 1968) 

- Setting - 
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 A free-access situation (pastureland, fisheries, groundwater)  

 Many users with independent, individual decision-making  

 Intensive exploitation, or: saturation, or: competition for 

access to the resource   
 

 Presence of externalities: 
 

 The activity of a given economic agent has adverse effects 

on all other agents: e.g. introduction of an additional grazing 

animal/fishing unit, additional pumping capacity/activity => 



Externalities 
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Increased pumping activity by a given user leads to lowering 

of groundwater table and increased pumping cost for all users 



The “Tragedy of the Commons”  

- Mechanism -   
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 Each individual and rational user makes his own decision 

considering only his private costs and benefits 

 Regardless of externalities (“Social cost”) i.e.:  

 Increased pumping cost for all other users of groundwater table 

 Over the long-term: crowding out of marginal users, salinization 

of fresh groundwater reserves (in coastal areas), degradation or 

even abandonment of agricultural activities in certain areas 

 Each user pursuing his best individual interests, without 

anticipation on other users’ behavior, will continue pumping 

even more 

 No incentive to self restriction  

 



The “Tragedy of the Commons”  

- Outcomes -   
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 “Pumping race”  

 Tragedy in the sense of:  

 Environmental and economic overexploitation, resource 

degradation, loss of revenue  

 Inevitability, inexorableness 

 Externalities  “Market imperfection”  

 => Need for regulation  

 



Management of free-access Resources-

Centralized Management 
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 Centralized Management by the State or a regulatory 

authority  

 Quantities: limitation through drawing permits, volumes (quotas) 

 Prices: pricing (tariffs) as an incentive to moderate use of water  

 Still, some limits to these instruments:  

 Quantities: need for strict enforcement, monitoring and control, 

application of water policing… free-riding is tempting 

 Prices: to be incentive to water savings, prices should often be 

set far above current tariffs, of which aim is limited to (at least 

partial) cost recovery 

 



 What Hardin described as “Tragedy of the commons” is in fact a free access situation 

 Property rights, or use rights approach, defines common property resources 
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Management of Common-pool Resources-

Decentralized Management by users 

Individual 
property 

Free access 

Common Property 

No exclusion 
Full exclusion Exclusion of Third parties  

 Possibility of Cooperative equilibrium based on 

mutual trust (… must be deserved) 

 Social pressure within an homogenous 

community, with shared interests and individual 

incentives to comply to collective rules 

 Approach developed by Ostrom 

(Nobel prize 2009) on various 

resources  

 A basis for Groundwater Contracts 



Groundwater Contracts 
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Groundwater contracts are typically contracts 

between users based on Ostrom’s approach 

Regulator 

- Use rights: definition, 

allocation, monitoring 

and control 

- Guarantee with 

regard to third parties  

- Rules enforcement 

- Quotas and/or tariffs 

But they also are contracts between users (or users groups) and the State (or 

the regulatory authority) which plays an essential role (decentralization is not 

leaving users alone) in setting up the regulatory, pricing, control and incentive 

framework which enables decentralized management to operate effectively 



Effectiveness Conditions  

for decentralized management schemes of common 

property resources 
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(Ref. Ostrom ‘Crafting institutions for self governing irrigation systems’) 
 

- With comments - 

1. Geographical boundaries are well defined (and good knowledge of resource) 

2. Benefits outweigh costs for users (especially transaction costs) 

3. Management procedures are in place (operating process supposing good 

knowledge of uses and users, of collective decision-making and conflict resolution 

mechanisms, and a clear distribution of roles and responsibilities between parties 

to the contract)  

4. Monitoring, control, enforcement and penalty arrangements are well defined (with 

local ownership and enforcement by all stakeholders) 

5. There is due recognition of local-level organizing capacity by the State (involves 

legal capacity of users groups, legal status of decentralized management 

schemes with regard to substantive law, protection of gains brought by 

decentralized management, especially guarantee of users’ rights with regard to 

third parties – essential incentive)  

6. The State hence remains a stakeholder, not necessarily as a party to the 

contract, but at least to set up the framework enabling contract efficiency 



What can they bring in addition to the law? 

Who should be party to the contract? 

Which commitments should be made from each party? 

What incentives for ensuring contract compliance? 

Which control and penalty mechanisms to put in place? 

What legal status for “robust” groundwater contracts? 

Groundwater Contracts in Morocco – 

practical issues 



Inter-sectoral efficiency of water and water 

allocation 
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What does theory say? 

Available water  

Theoretical limited water allocation 
-  Sector 1: 5 units – total benefits ~ 220 

-  Sector 2: 3 units – total benefits ~ 190 

 

M
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From Sebastien Loubier, IRSTEA 
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Inter-sectoral efficiency of water and water 

allocation 

What does reality say? 
 

 Priority to satisfaction of essential needs  

 Marginal, average or total cost and benefit approach? Bulk allocation practiced, 

rather than marginal 

 Past investment and existing allocations matter-lag effect 

 Social vs. private costs and benefits 

 Ex. Tourism vs. Agriculture: ratio of 1 to 100 in terms of average VA per m3 (SCP and AFD, 2008) 

- What does this indicator not say? – Is the comparison fair enough? 
 

Cost 

Value 

from 

tourism 

Room for 

specific 

pricing or 

taxing 

Value from agriculture – price distortions 

on international markets? Local 

protections and subsidies? 

Social 

value 

inside 

- Is it worth the cost? Yes if 

allocation is deemed to be 

sound and appropriate-which is 

seemingly generally the case 

- What is it made of?   

- Could these results be 

obtained at lower cost? 

Hidden 

economic, 

environmental 

and social 

costs may be 

present inside 

there 



 Increasing water scarcity imposes to be transparent and consistent on the assessment of 

social value of agricultural water 

 Components: public goods; we know it already! And put it into practice - see 

“multifunctionality” and Environmental aid in the EU as PES… But concept flourishes in 

South Mediterranean too: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 For each item: how far could this be achieved at a better cost/benefit ratio? 

 Get out your calculator! Figure out the contract: this is one of the next challenges 

 Some tools and methods available – Still to be conducted in a consistent manner 
33 

Irrigation water is more than water – part of 

a social contract 

02/ 10/ 2015 21

Food 

security

Local 

development

Employment

Alleviation of 

urban and rural poverty

Balance urban/rural areas,

Cohesion and stability

Cultural assets , 

Social capital

Environment,

Water

Economic

Growth, Exports

Agriculture

Importance multifonctionnelle stratégique de l’agriculture pour le pays

Prospective 2030, CGP,  

Kingdom of Morocco 



Virtual water: Quantity or value of water incorporated in a good. Very soft concept, can be 

expressed as m3/kg, m3/$ generated, m3/K calories… It is supposed to allow for highlighting 

potential gains from virtual water transfers ineffectiveness, sharing, uses… Kind of a water 

footprint indicator 

Virtual water: friend or foe? 
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Net virtual water flows through olive, cereals, 
soy beans, specific products and beef meat 
Source : Plan Bleu, Fernandez S. (2007) 



Virtual water: simple questions, and the 

water terms of trade 

 Do we speak of green/blue/brown water? 

 Do we only account for direct water consumption or indirect consumption as well? 

 Valuation based on value of water in exporting or importing country? 

 What is the question behind? 

 Shouldn’t water be used for domestic food production rather than for export crops?  

 Why should it be so? Is there an economic rationale for it?  

 Food self-sufficiency, food security or food sovereignty? What objective is pursued? 

 Example: considering purchase power of local water in food products for local 

consumption 
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Fresh 

water 

Export 

revenue 

Purchase of 

a certain 

quantity of 

food (and 

associated 

virtual water 

in country of 

origin) 

World market 

Potential gain 

from agricultural 

subsidies in DC 

? 

What quantity of 

water would have 

been needed to 

grow that food 

locally? 

If         <        => 

go for it  

 … A matter of 

comparative advantage 

for given crops  

 Won’t we generate 

more distortions by 

looking only at water? 

 Was virtual water ever 

used as a tool for 

decision-making?  

… Seems better considering full cost and value of agricultural products (including water) 

than mixing physical and economical data 



Think outside the water box! 
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Water 
policy 

Energy, 
Industry 

Employment, 
Regional 

development 

Equity, 
Social 
justice 

Agriculture, 
Environment, 
Food & trade 

policy 

 Do not feel relieved from 

governance issues 

(information, metering, control, 

water policing, appropriate 

decentralization): governance 

is essential 

 Assess, monitor and 

evaluate 

 No instrument works 

alone; mix instruments 

and have them 

embedded within sound 

sectorial and economic 

policies; make use of full 

set of public policies 



 

 

Thank you for your attention! 



Public Policies:Typical Intervention Effects 

 Actions: 

 

• Material: 

infrastructure 

investments, input 

supply… 

• Institutional: laws, 

regulations, 

contracts, 

taxes/incentives… 

• Informative: 

awareness, 

training 

 Result in 

changes 

(effects) in: 

 

• Physical 

environment, 

production and 

consumption 

functions 

• Rules of the 

game 

• Behavior 

 

 

 And further 

changes 

(impacts) in: 

 

• Production and 

consumption 

patterns 

• Distribution of 

goods and 

services, 

revenues, rights 

• Stakeholder 

interactions 

 

 

From Walliser B. 


